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EDITORIAL

April has brought us laughter and memorable
moments. We celebrated Teacher’s day and
Mother’s Day. It is also the month when we
celebrate April Fool’s day - where people
prank and have fun with each other.
Malaysia prides itself with many diverse
cultures. The Malay people busied themselves
as they celebrated Hari Raya which falls on
the 2nd May. Even the local Chinese and
Indian people celebrated together. It is truly a
wondrous festival with foods like ‘Rendang’
with ‘ketupat, ‘Lemang’ and many more. Our
school managed to make do with a special
assembly to commemorate the events. 

Teachers and students had such a great time. 
Labour day and Wesak day were also
observed during this time period. All these
events helped students understand the
diversity of the world we live in. 
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At the mention of the phrase ‘April fools’, people are often pranked on or become the topic of a joke.

It is a time where people have fun while some are annoyed.

Some historians speculate that April Fools’ Day dates back to 1582, when France switched from the

Julian calendar to the Gregorian calendar, as called for by the Council of Trent in 1563. In the Julian

Calendar, as in the Hindu calendar, the new year began with the spring equinox around April 1.

People who were slow to get the news or failed to recognize that the start of the new year had

moved to January 1 and continued to celebrate it during the last week of March through April 1

became the butt of jokes and hoaxes and were called “April fools.” These pranks included having

paper fish placed on their backs and being referred to as “poisson d’avril” (April fish), said to

symbolize a young, easily caught fish and a gullible person.

Nowadays, people have reinvented or incorporated their own rules of the event. In the UK, for

instance, jokes and tricks can be played up until noon on 1 April. After midday, it's considered bad

luck to play a trick. Anyone who forgets this and tries a joke in the afternoon becomes an 'April Fool'

themselves.

April fool’s Day
B Y : N A N D I N I  M A H E S H W A R I  ( Y E A R  8 )
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1st May - Labour day 
B Y :  D H A N V A N T H  ( Y E A R  8 )

Internationally, Labour Day was held annually on the
1st Of May. There is a motive behind Labor Day, and
why it's considered a public holiday. Labour Day was
declared a holiday because of the conflict between the
police and the workers in Chicago, United States of
America 1886 after Haymarket Riot days. 
The workers demanded the police and the government
an eight-hour workday, but were denied. Usually, the
labourers only have unregulated timings between 10-11
hours - because of this - Thousands of men, women, and
children die every year from poor working conditions
and long hours. Labourers started to organize strikes
and also started protesting to modify the rules of their
working day. On the 4th of May in the city of Chicago,
thousands of workers gathered along and started
protesting a day after the police killed some severely
injured workers.
 

Later, the protest changed into physical violence.
During the protest, 7 police officers and 8 citizens
died. The 1st May of Labour Day was chosen to
commemorate this historic event. 
In Malaysia, It is declared an official holiday
and it was announced by a former Deputy Prime
Minister - Tun Dr. Ismail Abdul Rahman. The
former Deputy Prime Minister had mentioned
that it was dedicated to all the workers and
laborers. It was announced in 1972 on the 20th of
May and it was celebrated for the first time in the
year 1973.
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‘Hari Raya Aidilfitri, the festival of the breaking

of the fast, is a religious holiday celebrated by

Muslims in Malaysia. Hari Raya means

‘celebration day’, and Hari Raya Aidilfitri is the

day that marks the end of Ramadan, the Islamic

holy month of dawn-to-sunset fasting. Hari

Raya Aidilfitri falls on July 6 and July 7 this year. 

Muslims wake up early to visit the mosque to

thank God for the blessings they have in life.

They will seek forgiveness and receive ‘green’

packets of money from their elders. While

dressed in their new best clothes, they will pay a

visit to their relatives, family and friends to dig

into traditional delicious food; Ketupat (Rice

cake), Lemang (glutinous rice) and many other

traditional foods. 

‘Women usually either wear a Baju Kurung, Baju

Kebaya or Jubah. Meanwhile, Men wear the male

version of a Baju Kurung together with a Kain

Samping - a piece of cloth worn over the trouser

of the Baju Kurung. It is common to see men wear

a songkok on their heads as well.  

“Selamat Hari Raya” is the traditional greeting

used by Malay Muslims which means “Happy Hari

Raya” and “Maaf Zahir dan Batin” which when

translated is “I seek forgiveness from you”.

A lot of Muslims also say “Eid Mubarak” when

they greet each other; the term has Arabic origins.

‘Eid Mubarak’ means “Happy Hari Raya”.

VIS has commemorated the festival with dances

and performances by the students of Foundation 1

to year 8.

  

Hari Raya – 2nd May 
B Y  :  M R  B R E N D A N
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Celebrating Teacher’s Day in VIS
B Y  :  M R  B R E N D A N

‘Better than a thousand days of diligent study is

one day with a great teacher’ 

One may ask why we celebrate this day on the 16th

of May. Quite simply, because this is the date the

Razak Report was formally endorsed by the

Federal Legislative Assembly of the Federation of

Malaya in 1956, a year before independence. The

Report, named after Datuk Abdul Razak Hussein

(later Tun), the country’s first Education Minister

(and later the second Prime Minister), was pivotal

in providing a framework for the education system

in post-independent Malaya and later Malaysia.

VIS also took this opportunity to also celebrate

Hari Raya. Everyone came in their vibrant

traditional wear and some even put on their ‘Baju

Melayu’ and ‘Baju Kurung’. It was truly

momentous to see the teachers and students in high

spirits. 

‘During our special assembly, the students from

year 1 to year 8 had spectacular performances. 

The Year 1, 2 and 3 students did a dance, year 4

and 6 students re-enacted one of the lessons in

class while the year 5 and 7 students did a

choreography. The year 8 students gave the

teachers words of inspiration and

encouragement. The best part was that the Year

8 students planned a surprise event for the

teachers. The teachers played a game of

‘Staring death-match’ in which when any 2

individuals locked eyes, both of them are out of

the game. The assembly turned out amazing.

Everyone had such a great time.  
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Spelling Bee Competition
B Y  :   S H R E E  S A I  R A A M  (  Y E A R  8  )

STUDENTS'  ACHIEVEMENTS

A spelling bee competition for Bahasa Melayu students was held in VIS on the 6th April. Everyone from grades 1 to 9 took

part. Ms.Mary, our lovely host, divided the students into three groups: year 1-3, year 4-6, and year 7-9.

Our Bahasa teacher, Ms. Mary, gave us a sheet of paper with 25 Bahasa words, easy and difficult, to practise for our

spelling bee competition a week ago. The rules were straightforward. You have three tries to spell a given word; if you get it

wrong three times, you are eliminated. Ms.Mary began with the first group. The little ones were so confident that they

answered all of the questions. Ms.Mary finally determined the winner of Group 1 a few moments later. Ms.Mary then

proceeded to ask a question to group 2, which was when things got a little intense. The questions were then hastened by the

quiz-master, asking, "Are you sure about this answer?" It took some time, but once the winner was determined, it was all

worth it.

Tie breaker Round

Now it was group 3’s turn, but due to the absence of year 7 and 9, this competition was only for year 8. In year 8, there were

two students. Ms Mary began by giving difficult words, but the two students were able to correctly spell the words. The

most tense part of a spelling bee competition had finally come, the tie breaker. Ms. Mary presented us with seven different

words from a textbook and gave us three minutes to memorize them all. Ms.Mary began giving words quickly after 3

minutes. Fortunately, the two students correctly answered the words. Since there was another tie in the tiebreaker round,

therefore both participants were stated as winner.
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Get your swerve on!
B Y :  M R .  C O L I N

MOVE IT !  (PHYSICAL EDUCATION/PERFORMING 

Basketball, here we come! It's crunch time for the students of VIS

as they discover their talents in basketball. It is a team sport that

requires all the skill-related components such as agility, balance,

coordination, speed, reaction time and power. The rules of

basketball as well as training drills were introduced to the

students. They were also exposed to short games of 3v3 which is a

great way to test their understanding of rules as well as their

fitness abilities during game simulations.

Hari Raya Singing Lessons
B Y :  M S .  S H I N I E

The PA department has organized some singing lessons of the famous Hari Raya song. The students of

Year 3 were introduced to the song lyrics via Google and YouTube platforms. The students were

assigned to smaller groups and were coached to memorize the lyrics which are in Bahasa Malaysia, the

national language of Malaysia. The lesson was introduced to the students for an upcoming

performance in conjunction with Hari Raya and Teacher’s Day Celebrations.
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celebration!
E-GALLERY



GRAT ITUDE
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